
 توجه: جواب های درست )احتمالی( هایلایت شده اند.

 

1. The news about the effects of air pollution on the development of children's lungs 

…. disturbing.  

it is       they are          are     is 

2. Ivan …. to a get promotion to manager, but the management chose someone from 

outside the company. 

was supposed  has supposed  had supposed  is supposing 

3. Please be quiet when you go into the baby's room. She …… and we don’t want her 

to wake up and begin to cry. 

might be sleeping she will be sleeping may have slept         must have slept 

4. Most of the chocolate …. today is not drunk, but eaten, thanks to a chocolatier in 

England, who produced the first solid chocolate in the 19th century.  

is consumed  that is consuming  consumed  consuming 

4. The students would certainly have solved the problem more easily if they …. their 

calculators. 

used   had used  have used  would use 

6. In order to provide a complete report, George and his stuff ….. the graphs and 

charts into the written text. 

Investigate  manipulate  incorporate           demonstrate 

7. Jeremy has to return the software back to store because it is not … with his 

computer. 

compatible  divisible  plausible  accessible  

8. The farmer's tomato plants are not fully …., so he will let them grow a little while 

longer. 

explicit   sufficient  abrupt   mature   

9. The man received over a million dollars in …… for the loss of his limb. 

foundation  compensation  constitution  facilitation 

10. Books, unlike paintings, must be apprehended ……, line by line, rather than 

instanteously.  

subsequently  reluctantly  approximately  sequentially 

 

Reading comprehension: 

 

11. Which of the following is the best title for the passage? A controversial computer 

game 

12. The word take on in paragraph 1 is similar in meaning to undertake  

13. What does the word "this" in paragraph 2 refer to? That the game encourages 

violence. 

14. The markers of the game say that the game will do all of the following except 

telling students how to use a basketball bat against the bullies 

15. Anti-bulling organizations are against the game because it might make people 

respond violently to bullies 

 

 

 

 


